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I. IO MCQ Questions 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 
IO. 

11. 

om,s of Va for the following network if input is a sine wave. 
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Full Marks: 80 
Venue: 1'HST 

13. If \·10 • 30si.n( 40()(;}1) across I µf Capacitor, then what is the sinusoidal current equation. 
14. Write Maxwell's equation for electromagnetic 
15. What is per w1it presentation & what are its advantages? 
16. What are the advantages of daily load curve? 
17. \Vital is infinite bus? 
18. Draw the equivalent circuit oftransfonner referred to primary. 
19. \Vhy cutoff frequency is in 3db 
20. Given, Radiation resistance 54 ohm, Joss resistance 6 ohm, gain= 10, Find directivity. 
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2 Find Vo of the following cll'cuit: 
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3. Write down the characteristics of an ideal Op-

4. 

'"""'' 
-
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It states that if A is the gain of the amplifying element in the circuit and J3{/ro) is the transfer function of 
the feedback path, so jl4 is the loop gain around the feedback loop of the circuit, the circuit will sustain 
steady-state oscillations only at frequencies for which: 

1. The loop gain is equal to unity in absolute magnitude, that is, 1Jl41 = 1 and 
2. The phase shift around the loop is zero or an integer multiple of:Z.: IJld._ = 2im, n E 0, I, 2, .. 
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I 5. I What is Damper winding? Why damper windings used in synchronous motors? I MIST M.Sc-17 I

Damper windino 

S)'11chronous motors are not self starting machines. These machines are made self starting by 

providing a special winding in the rotor poles, known as damper winding or squirrel cage windings. 

The damper winding consists of short circuited copper bars embedded in the the face oftheTOtor 

poles. 

Functions of Dam per Windings: 

• Damper windings helps the synchronous motor to start on its own 
providing starting torque 
When there is change in load, excitation or change in otl1er conditions of._lh<;: syst rotor of the 
synchronous motor will oscillate to and fro about an equilibrium posit� This oscilJation is 
called hunting. By providing damper windings in the rotor 'I 'Jlchronous otor, "Hunting of 
machine" can be suppressed. 

I MISTM.Sc-171 

7. MISTM.Sc-17 

y r7I I Cl71 
Figure A lwo-tnpuc CMOS NOR g.itt. Figure A t\\1>-lnp.il CMOS NAi\lD ptt. 

! 8. I Wrile aboul Masler-Slave Flip-flop. (Approximate) I MISTM.Sc-171 

l\1asteNlave flip flop is designed using two separate flip flops. Out of these, one acts as the master and 
the other as a slave. The figure of a master-slave J-K flip flop is shown below. 
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"Moste� 
Fllp,llop 

"Sieve· 
Flip-flop 

Q 

From the above figure we can see that both the J-K flip flops are presented i. �lion. 11ie 
output of the master J-K flip flop is fed to the input of the slave J-K flip flop. The. ut ofthe slave J-K 
nip flop is given as a feedback to the input of the master J-K flip flov. e clock po [Clk) is given to 
the master J-K nip flop and it is sent through a NOT Gate and thus · before passing it to the sla�·e 
J-K flip flop. 

Working 

:SET: 
: RESET 

Figure: Mas/er Slm·eJ-K Flip Flop Timing Diagram 

Thus, the circuit accepts the value in the input when the clock is HIGH, and passes the data to the output 
on the falling-edge of the clock signal. This makes U,e Master-Slave J-K flip flop a Synchronous desice 
as it only passes data with the timing of the clock signal. 
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! 9. I Show that FSK is the combination of two ASK. I MISTM.Sc-17 I 

Amplitude 
... I : .... 
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r,.,, 

+ FSK shifts between two carrier frequencies 

+ FSK spectrum = combination of two ASK spectra centered on fc1 and fc0. 

10. Show that power equation in terms ofline currenta d line o MIST M.Sc-17 
Y combination is identical. 

•·oR Y CONNECTION: 

la) lh) 
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Lint ,·ottagts and Phase- \'oltagrs 
TI1e p.d. between line I and 2 is VRr = ER - Er .. vec1or difference. 
Hence. VRr is found by compounding £/f. and £1 reversed 

and its value is given by the diagonal of the parallelogram of �r 
Fig. I . Obviously. the angle between £It. and £1 reversed is 
60° . Hence if E1r. = £

1 
= £

8 
= say. E

p1, 
- the phase e.m.f .. then 

VIII' =2xE
,.,

xcos(60"12) 

= 2x £
,., 

xcos30'= 2x E
,., 

x .[,, 
= .[,, £

,., 2 

Similarly. V111 = Er - E8 = .[,, · E,• ... vector difference 

and VBR = E, r ER =.[,,. E
,., 

(1.-i.) 

{ly-i.J 

£, 

'i.v 

I'"' 
(a) o. �ly) /b) 
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(1) Lint' \"oltagts and Phasr \'oltages 

It is seen from Fig. (b) that there is only one phase winding completely included 
�1ween any pair of 1em1inals. Hence. in A•connec1ion. 1he mirage between any pair of lines is
equal to the phase ,·ohage of the phase winding: com1ected between the two lines considered. Since
phase stquence is R YB. the ,·oltage having its positiw direction from R to Y leads by I 20° on that
ha,·ing: its posi1in direction from Y 10 B. Calling: the roltage between lines I and 2 as VRy and tha.1 
between Jines 2 and 3 as V

11
• we find that V

RJ
'lead V

11 
by 120°. Similarly. V>J leads V

8 
by 120° 

Let VRr == V YB :;;; V BR ; line ,·oltage VL. Then. it is seen that VL ;; V ,M· 
(h) lint Cunents and Phase Currents 

It will bc seen from Fig. (b) tlmt current in each line is the ,·tr/or difltre1'r 
phase cmrenrs flowing through that line. For example 

Cmrentinlinelis/
1 JR la 

Current in line 2 is/ 2 / r IR ,·ec1or difference 
Currentinline3is/3 la fy 

Curren! in line No. l is found by compounding la and /6 

1he diagonal of 1he parallelogram of Fig. 2 . The angle t ·e 
60°. If 1, = II' = phase current 1

,. 
(say). then 

Current in line No. l is 

Current in line No. 2 is

A;f;- Fio2 

�)Pone, 
Po� phase = V ,;

,.
cos¢: Total power = 3 x V ,;

,.
cos¢. Howe1·er. v

,. 
= VL 

and/
,. 

=/
L
/ ,/3 

Henc� tenus of line ,·alues. the above expression for power becomes 
Ii re P= Jx v,_ x ,/3 xcosQ = "3 V,fi cos� 

where Q is rhe phase power fabor anjtle. 
So, power equation in terms of line current and line voltage of balanced Ll or Y combination is 

identical. (Showed) 
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11. If P • 100, Ve• 12 V, Re• 50 Kn, Ra = 100 KO, V, issinusoid.il, V,. = 0.7 V and MIST M.Sc-17 
VM =1.2 V, then find small signal voltage gain. 

,�' 
vu·

U 

12. 

MISTM.Sc-17 
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I 14. I Write Maxwell's equation for electromagnetic 

#.: .. ·•·Ill. ,,v 
{n-ds-o 

'
-=

E·dh-�¾/lB·dS 

I ts. j What is per unit presentation & what are its advantages? 

Per unit value. 

V·E•hp 

I MISTM.Sc-17 I 

MUtlil'lf 

Tlletlie<:l'lcll.o:le�•WOU'le• 

p�IQ ... INf�n,.ldt 

111ere-nolll'9llelle� tl'le*" 

f the acnial value of 

i. Per unil data represent ib 1 y@a luable relative magnitude infonnation. 
ii. Circuit analysis )111 1 "Co'ntaming transfonners of vaiious transfonnation 

ratios i ·eat . i1 1 1liliea, 
iii. The p.u s e a1 i e rl for the computerized analysis and simulation of 

mple. · s en problems. 
iv. ianufac rs s m ly specify the impedance values of equivalent in per unit 

of uipttteius rating. If the any data is not available. it is easier to assume 

lr/5 its� l nil.Value than its numerical value. 

� 
The 1ic values of impedances are refereed to secondary is different from 
the value as referee to prima1y. However, if base values are selected properly, 
the p.u impedance is the same on the two sides of the transfonner. 

he circuit laws are valid in p.u syste1us. and the power and vohages 
equations are simplified since the factors of ,J3 and 3 are eliminated. 

! 16. ! IVhat are the advantages of daily load curve? I MISTM.Sc-17 I 

A graphical plot showing the variation in demand for energy of the consumers on a source of supply 
with respect to time is known as the load curve. If this curve is plotted over a time period of24 hours, 
it is known as daily load curve. 

From the daily load curve, following infom1ation can be obtained. 
Observe the variation of load on the power system during different hours of the day. 

• Area under this curve gives the number of units generated in a day. 
Highest point on that curve indicates the maximum demand on the power station on that day. 
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The area of this curve divided by 24 hours gives the average load on the power station in the 
day. 
It helps in selection of the rating .and number of generating units required. 

! 17. I What is infinite bus? 

A large system whose voltage and frequency remain constant, independent of the power excha 
between synchronous machine and bus, and independent of the excitation of the synchronous mac 

18. Draw the equivalent circuit oftransfonner refcned to primary, 

! 19. 

When the voltage dee �w r. . valUe (V,., = V,,l.Jz), then the filter attenuates the power of a 
signal to the

�
lfofits n · m , 11,.i = V.1'f2«J P./2). at� :ti a filter ti Uild the power of a signal to the half of its maximum are usually 

�
he fr -limi and called cut off frequencies. 

?"._";i!, 0, come froiq;IO Log (Pm,/ P.) • 10 Log (1/2) to determine the bandwidth of signal, when the 
v� decrease from maximum to r.m.s. or decreasing the power from max to half power. 

And since th \ frequency limits arc taken as the borden for the bandwidth of a filter, the cutoff 
frequencies resi.alt to be those where the power is 3dB lower than on the ma.ximum. 
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20. Given, Radiation resislance is i4 orun, loss re!�tanre 6 orun, gain= ID, Find 
directi�t' 

oJpJ powe'( 
�=-

hr-¾ PG.,ef 

{n_; �,\;i\-.: 1C1 

D: Dim¾'1•.t1� =1 
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